
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn Reading Guide

Chapter 1
1. Briefly summarize what happened in Tom Sawyer.
2. How does Huck feel about living with Widow Douglas?
3. Explain what the following quote tells us about Huck: “I got up and turned around 

in my tracks three times and cross my breast every time; and then I tied up a little 
lock of my hair with a thread to keep witches away” (15).

4. What kind of an individual is Huck Finn? How does Twain use characterization to 
help us better understand Huck?

Chapter 2
5. Describe what Jim thinks happened to him on p. 18 and what actually occurred. 

What does this tell us about Jim?
6. How do the activities on pages 19-21 contribute to the book? Why does Twain 

include these events?
Chapter 3
7. How does Huck feel about religion?
8. Who is pap and what kind of man is he?
9. Why does Huck resign from being a robber? How does this lead to his character 

development?
10. Find an example of allusion in this chapter.
Chapter 4
11. What are Huck’s feelings about school?
12. Why does Huck “sell” his money to Judge Thatchet?
13. What does Jim “learn” from the hair-ball?
Chapter 5
14. How does Huck feel about his father?
15. How does pap feel about education?
16. Why does Huck have to go back to live with his father?
17. What happens between pap and the new judge?
Chapter 6
18. How does pap interact with the people of the village.
19. After some time, Huck doesn’t mind living with his dad. Why do you think he feels 

this way?
20. Why is pap angry on p. 36. How does this contribute to his character development?
21. How does pap feel about Huck?
22. What are pap’s opinions of the government?
23. Why does Twain include pap in the book? What purpose does he serve?
24. Why doesn’t Huck escape in Chapter 6?
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Chapter 7
25. Explain the steps Huck takes to run away from pap. What does this show us about 

his character or personality?
26. How effective is Huck’s escape plan?
Chapter 8
27. What is happening at the beginning of Chapter 8?
28. What new thoughts about religion does Huck experience in Chapter 8?
29. How does Huck feel about being alone?
30. Why does Huck stay in a tree for two hours and camp in Illinois?
31. How does Huck feel about being alone?
32. Why does Jim plead with Huck when the first meet? What does this say about Jim’s 

personality or beliefs?
33. How does Huck feel about African Americans?
34. What causes Jim to run away?
35. Explain how Jim runs away.
36. Describe Jim’s experience with “investing”. How does this story help us better 

understand Jim?
Chapter 9
37. Why does Jim want to set up camp in the cave and why doesn’t Huck?
38. Why does Twain spend so much time on describing the storm on p. 58?
39. What does the Mississippi symbolize?
40. Using the clues from the text, explain what you think happened in the house that 

Jim and Huck found.
Chapter 10
41. Why doesn’t Jim want to talk about the dead man?
42. What steps does Jim take to “heal” the snake bite?
43. Why does Huck go to shore and how does he accomplish it?
44. What is Twain saying about superstition in this chapter?
Chapter 11
45. What information does the Judith Loftus give Huck about his death and Jim’s 

disappearance?
46. Why is Huck so nervous he starts to thread a needle?
47. How does Huck react when Judith Loftus asks him his real name?
48. How does Judith Loftus figure out that Huck is male, not female?
Chapter 12
49. What does Huck do to trick the men from finding Jim and him on the island? What 

does this illustrate about Huck’s character?
50. Draw a picture of the raft as it is describe on p. 72.
51. How does Huck justify his stealing? What does this say about human nature?
52. Why does Huck always compare himself to Tom Sawyer?
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53. What is a texas?
54. What does Huck stumble upon while on the shipwreck?
55. What bad news does Jim give Huck at the end of the chapter?
Chapter 13
56. How does Huck feel about being stuck on the wreck?
57. How do Jim and Huck get their raft back?
58. Why and how does Huck want to “help” the robbers?
59. What yarn does Huck tell the ferryboat captain?
60. How does Huck convince the ferryboat captain to rescue the robbers?
61. Does guilt help or hinder Huck?
62. Why does Huck lie as much as he does? Is he bothered by it? Why or why not?
Chapter 14
63. What is a seegar?
64. What information can we infer about race relations from the following quote: “Well, 

he was right; he was most always right; he had an uncommon level head for a 
nigger” (83).

65. What point does Jim make about king Solomon? What do you think Twain’s point 
is here?

66. Why is Jim so frustrated by the fact that the French speak a different language than 
Americans?

67. What does the raft symbolize?
Chapter 15
68. Where are Jim and Huck planning to go?
69. How does Huck lose the raft again?
70. What happens in the fog?
71. What joke or trick does Huck play on Jim? Why?
Chapter 16
72. Describe the relationship between Jim and Huck.
73. Explain the chapter’s title.
74. How does Huck feel about assisting Jim? What is Twain’s message here?
75. Why does Huck lie to protect Jim?
76. Describe Huck’s morality or “moral compass”. What helps him make difficult 

decisions?
77. What bad luck do Jim and Huck ascribe to the snake skin?
Chapter 17
78. Explain what is happening at the start of Chapter 17.
79. Who does Huck encounter when he enters the house?
80. How old is Huck? How do we learn this?
81. What kind of boy is Buck?
82. What story does Huck tell the family?
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83. How does Huck try to figure out his fake name?
84. Describe the house where Huck is staying. How does he feel about it?
85. Why does Twain spend so much time describing the house? What do we figure out 

about it that Huck doesn’t?
86. What kind of young woman was Emmeline Grangerford?
87. What examples of satire can you find in this chapter?
88. How does Twain feel about Romanticism?
Chapter 18
89. What kind of man is Colonel Grangerford?
90. What do we learn about Southern culture in this chapter?
91. Explain the Grangerfords’ family tree.
92. Explain the relationship between the Grangerfords and the Shepherdsons. To what 

is Twain referring?
93. Explain what happens in the woods between Buck and Harney Shepherdson.
94. Who has been affected by the relationship between the two families?
95. What is Twain saying about religion in this chapter?
96. Why does the slave helping Huck want to show him the water-moccasins?
97. What story does Jim tell Huck on p. 114?
98. What happens with Sophia and how does her family respond?
99. Why is Huck scared to leave the tree?
100.How does Huck feel about being back on the raft?

Chapter 19

101.How do Huck and Jim spend their days at the beginning of the chapter?
102.Describe life on the Mississippi.
103.Describe the physical characteristics and personality traits of the duke and the 

dauphin.
104.Why are the men in trouble when Huck finds them?
105.What story do the two men tell Huck about themselves and how do Huck and Jim 

respond?
106.Why does the king (or dauphin) call the duke “Bilgewater”?
107.What does Huck realize about the duke and the dauphin? Why does he keep his 

feelings/knowledge secret?

Chapter 20

108.Briefly summarize the autobiography that Huck tells the duke and dauphin.
109.How do the duke and dauphin treat Huck and Jim?
110.What are the “printed bills” and what do they show about the duke and dauphin?
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111.What is a camp-meeting? How do the people attending the camp-meeting act?
112.What story does the dauphin tell the people at the camp-meeting?
113.What is Twain saying about religion in this chapter? What does the camp-meeting 

symbolize?
114.How does the duke con people?
115.Does Jim know the truth about the duke and dauphin?

Chapter 21

116.Describe what the duke and king are doing at the beginning of Chapter 21.
117.What is Twain doing with the misquoted soliloquy from Hamlet? What point is he 

trying to make?
118.Why does Huck think the show will be successful? 
119.Describe how the duke and king advertise their show.
120.What kind of town is the place where they’re going to preform? What can you infer 

from the description?
121.What kind of men are the “loafers” and why does Twain include them in the book?
122.What kind of man is Boggs?
123.Who is Colonel Sherburn? Is he justified in killing Boggs? Why or why not?

Chapter 22

124.Describe the characteristics of the crowd. What is Twain saying about mobs?
125.How does Sherburn react to the mob when they arrive at his house?
126.What does Sherburn say about men in his speech to the mob? 
127.How does Huck justify sneaking into the circus instead of paying to get in?
128.How does Huck feel about the circus?
129.Describe the incident with the “drunken” rider. What does this show us about 

Huck?
130.What is Twain saying about people in Chapter 22?

Chapter 23

131.How do the duke and king con the townsmen with the “tragedy”?
132.How does Twain feel about kings?
133.What does Huck’s speech about Henry VIII tell us about Huck?
134.Why does Jim fail to call Huck for the watch? 
135.What keeps Jim awake nights?
136.Why does Jim feel guilty for getting angry with his daughter?
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Chapter 24

137.Why do the king, duke, and Huck tie up Jim during the day? What alternative to 
tying up Jim for the day does the duck concoct?

138.Who is Mr. Harvey Wilks?
139.Why does the king want to know so much about Wilks?
140.How do the duke and king con the townspeople?
141.How does Huck feel about the con? (Use a quote to support your idea.) What does 

this show us about his character?

Chapter 25

142.How do the townspeople react with the duke and king arrive?
143.Why do the king and duke put in their own money to make up for the missing 

amount of the inheritance?
144.What mistake does the king make and how does he recover from it?
145.Who is the doctor and how does he respond when he meets the king?
146.How do the Wilks girls react to the doctor’s outburst?

Chapter 26

147.What is happening at the beginning of Chapter 26?
148.What blunder does Huck make? How does he recover from it?
149.How are strangers and houseguests treated in the Wilkses’ house?
150.How does Huck feel about the con in this chapter?
151.What do the king and duke secretly discuss and how does each one feel about it?
152.How does the king convince the duke to continue with the con?
153.How does Chapter 26 end?

Chapter 27

154.What is Huck doing at the start of the chapter?
155.Why is Huck disappointed on pp. 175-6?
156.Describe the funeral.
157.How do the girls respond when their slaves are sold?
158.What does Huck tell the duke and king when they ask him if he’s been in the king’s 

room?
159.How does Huck feel about the lie he told?
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Chapter 28

160.Why is Mary Jane unhappy at the start of Chapter 28 and how does Huck comfort 
her?

161.Why does Huck decide to finally tell the truth?
162.Explain Huck’s plan to escape from the king and duke and help out Mary Jane.
163.Why does Huck want Mary Jane to go away for a while?
164.How does Huck feel about Mary Jane?
165.Describe the conversation between Joanna and Huck. How does Huck feel about 

her?
166.What happens at the end of the chapter?

Chapter 29

167.Who are the two new arrivals in town?
168.Why are some men skeptical of the duke and king?
169.What does the doctor say about Huck’s lies? Do you agree or disagree with him? 

Why?
170.What “test” does the lawyer give the men saying they the Wilkses’ relatives? What 

is learned from it?
171.What other test does the newcomer suggest?
172.Why is Huck nervous on p. 194?
173.What action does Huck take when the men find the gold?
174.Why does Huck want to cry at the end of Chapter 29?

Chapter 30

175.Why is the king mad at the beginning of Chapter 30?
176.Why do the duke and king fight?
177.Describe the duke and king’s relationship at the end of the chapter.

Chapter 31

178.What kinds of new cons do the duke and king carry out and what are the results of 
the cons?

179.Why are Jim and Huck nervous at the beginning of this chapter?
180.In what state do Huck and the duke find the king?
181.What con do the king and duke carry out on Huck and Jim?
182.How does Huck feel about helping Jim?
183.What does “You can’t pray a lie” mean (204)?
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184.What is Twain saying about the following quote? What argument does he make? “I 
felt good and all washed...look around and see that paper” (204-5).

185.What does Huck ultimately decide to do with the letter to Miss Watson? What does 
this act tell us about Huck?

186.Why is the duke mad at the king?
187.Why does the duke tell Huck a lie about where Jim is being held?

Chapter 32

188.Describe the Phelpses’ plantation.
189.Who does Mrs. Phelps think Huck is?
190.Describe Aunt Sally.
191.What trick does Sally Phelps play on her husband? What does this show us about 

her character?
192.What does Huck decide to do at the end of Chapter 32?

Chapter 33

193.Describe the reunification of Huck and Tom.
194.What plan does Tom suggest to help Huck maintain the identity he created?
195.How does Huck feel about Silas Phelps?
196.Describe Tom Sawyer’s personality.
197.What “joke” does Tom play on Sally?
198.What information does Jim give Silas and Burton?
199.Why does Huck want to help the king and duke?
200.What happens to the king and duke and how does Huck feel about it?

Chapter 34

201.How does Tom know where Jim is hidden?
202.What is Huck’s plan to break Jim out and what does Tom Sawyer think of it? 
203.Why does Huck admire Tom Sawyer?
204.What are some ideas of Huck that Tom disapproves of? Why?
205.Explain what happens with Tom and Huck meet Jim.

Chapter 35

206.Why is Tom frustrated at the beginning of this chapter?
207.Why does Twain include the conversation between Huck and Tom? What purpose 

does it serve the book?
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208.Compare and contrast Huck and Tom.

Chapter 36

209.Describe Huck’s morality as he explains it to Tom.
210.Why do the boys steal the items for Jim?
211.How does Jim respond to Tom’s directions?
212.Why does Jim almost lose his teeth?

Chapter 37

213.What are Huck and Tom doing at the start of Chapter 37?
214.Why is Aunt Sally angry at the start of the chapter?
215.Who do the Phelpses think is stealing items on the farm?
216.What happens when Silas finds a spoon in his pocket?
217.What “joke” do Huck and Tom play on Sally? According to Tom, what purpose did 

the exercise serve?
218.Explain how and why Huck and Tom make the pie.

Chapter 38

219.What kind of coat of arms does Tom think up for Jim? What is Twain saying here?
220.What does Tom work so hard to create and what does he want Jim to do with it?
221.What examples of irony can you find in this chapter?
222.How does Jim respond to Tom’s suggestion that Jim should get a rattlesnake?
223.How does Jim feel about Tom’s rules/suggestions about the life of a prisoner?
224.What purpose does this part of the book serve? Why does Twain include Tom and 

Huck’s preparations to free Jim?

Chapter 39

225.Why are Tom and Huck whipped by the “hickry”?
226.Why do Tom and Huck collect the rats and frogs?
227.How does Aunt Sally respond/react to the infestation?
228.How long does the task of “freeing” Jim take?
229.According to Tom, what are the “nonnamous letters”?
230.Why does Huck always agree to follow Tom’s advice?
231.How do Tom and Huck deliver the “nonnamous letters”?
232.How you predict the book will end?
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Chapter 40

233.What happens with Huck meets Aunt Sally?
234.Why are there men with guns in the Phelpses’ sitting room and how does Huck feel 

about it?
235.What causes Aunt Sally to “forgive” or stop being angry at “Tom” (Huck)?
236.Why don’t the dogs cause more trouble to Huck, Tom, and Jim?
237.Why do the men start shooting at Huck, Tom, and Jim?
238.Why is Tom proud?
239.What does Jim decide at the end of Chapter 40?

Chapter 41

240.Describe the doctor.
241.What plan does Huck concoct?
242.What does “Tom” (Huck) tell Uncle Silas when he runs into him? 
243.What does Old Mrs. Hotchkiss tell the group at the Phelpses’ house?
244.How do the farmers’ wives react to the news about the cabin?
245.What does the group think happened in the shed?
246.What do the farmers symbolize? What is Twain saying about people like the 

farmers?
247.How does Aunt Sally feel about the strange events?
248.What does Huck “confess” to Aunt Sally and how does she respond?
249.Why does Huck feel guilty?

Chapter 42

250.Who shows up at the Phelpses’ farm at the beginning of the chapter?
251.What do the white men want to do with Jim?
252.How is Jim treated when he returns? How does he react to the treatment?
253.What does the doctor tell the white men about Jim?
254.What does Tom confess to Aunt Sally?
255.How does Aunt Sally figure out the real identities of Tom and Huck?
256.Why did Aunt Polly make the trip to see Aunt Sally?

Chapter The Last

257.What motivated Tom to “free” Jim?
258.What does Jim reveal to Huck about his father?
259.Do you think Huck will really “light out for the territory”? Why or why not?
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